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Studying (co-)chains that are L2 or L1 minimal in their 
(persistent) homology class



Homology (simplicial)
support :simplicial complex



de Rham Cohomology
support : Riemannian manifold M

Exteriror derivative:



Hilbert structure on Cp(K) 

This inner product is the « physic » or « geometry » ingredient. 
For example DEC is the art of defining it on combinatorial manifolds 



Harmonic forms
A generic definition: 
• Orientable Riemannien manifolds (Hodge) 
• Discrete Hodge Theories (also  DEC) 
• Hodge Theory for metric spaces (S.Smale) 
• etc…

Define a dot product on        (or        ,etc…):

=> Laplacian operator        , Hodge Theorem, Hodge 
decomposition theorem follows…



Persistent homology groups



Persistent harmonic form (first definition)

One get the first definition of persistent harmonic forms:

From the definition of persistent homology group:



Adjoint operators (on cochains)



Trivial reformulation of persistent 
homology group

Recall:



(persistent) Laplacian operator
Recall:



(persistent)-Hodge Theorems
(persistent) Hodge Theorem

(persistent) Hodge decomposition Theorem

isomorphism



Canonical orthogonal basis of  
persistent harmonic forms



Application to linear PDEs ?

Incompressible fluids:
References DEC: (Desbrun,…

Taking the right inner product (finite elements, DEC) and 
minimizing the energy of 1-forms in their relative 
(co-)homology class we get a set of irrotational flow 
(incompressible Euler) as «relative harmonic form».  
The circulation around the wing gives the lift.



Application to linear PDEs ?
In the previous example, the homology of the domain is crucial.  
• What if the domain of the PDE is known through approximations (point sample) ? 
• If we are able to build a pair of complex capturing the homology of the domain, 

could we approximate the solution of the PDE by « relative persistent harmonic 
forms » ? 

• The inner product can be inherited from DEC if the complexes are embedded 
(alpha-complex). But is it possible to design a reasonable inner product if the 
complexes are not embedded ? (Cech, Rips) ?



K is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex,  
L is a 0-dimensional simplicial complex 
The relative Homology group H1(K,L) has 
dimension 1.

Minimizing L2 norm  
=> relative harmonic form: (Electric power)

L2 minima are not sparse



K is a 2-dimensional simplicial complex,  
L is a 0-dimensional simplicial complex 
The relative Homology group H1(K,L) has 
dimension 1.

Minimizing L1 norm : 
=> shortest path  (length)

Sparsity

L1 minima are sparse

generically 1-manifold ??



Fundamental class of a torus Approximating pair (alpha-shape)

Convergence of L1 minimal cycles



If k=1 : we get non trivial cycle of minimal length,.

Sparsity

Example: k=1, M is a circle

If k=1, this cycle 
generically induces an 
homeomorphic manifold

Convergence of L1 minimal cycles



Convergence of L1 minimal cycles

Sparsity



Convergence of L1 minimal cycles
Rectifiability assumption on the manifold M:

Ti Ti+1



Embedded polyhedral chains and embedded 
oriented surfaces as Whitney chains and currents 

P1 P2

Sums (more generally linear combinations) of such 
elementary currents are called a Polyhedral chains :



Currents, Mass, flat norm,..
A k-current is something on which one can integrate differential forms. Formally 
it is the dual of the space of k-differential forms. 
Boundary is defined as the adjoint of exterior derivative operator (think of Stokes 
or Archimedes Theorems).

dualdual

Mass and flat norms 

T1- T2 = A + ∂B

Boundary:



Convergence of L1 minimal cycles
Lipchitz deformation retract assumption on the manifold M:



Convergence of L1 minimal cycles



Convergence of L1 minimal cycles
Perspectives: 

Understanding first rectifiability condition (the existence f regular 
triangulations) beyond piecewise smooth manifolds. 
Understanding second rectifiability condition (Lipchitz deformation 

retract) beyond pieces smooth and positive mu-reach. 
Normalization in practice ? 
Sparcity => Homeomorphic manifold in the limit :
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Application to Smale L2 Hodge 
theory ?

Dimension of             is the kth persistent Betti number. 
It is finite under mild conditions. 
Are they mild conditions for the laplacian operator to be 
closed ? 
Why not revisit Smale Hodge Theory in the context of 
persistence?


